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TYLAR’S LANTERNESCOPE for viewing LANTERN SLIDES.
Why keep interesting slides packed away out of sight all the summer
when by the aid of a Lanternescope you can interest and amuse any ©
ftiends who may chance to drop in upon you. In the Lanternescope
slides show up With an amount of relief that is surprising and affords at
once a source of pleasure to the observer.
one
The following paragraph is copied

from a paper

the eminent authority on lantern slide matters.

by AR.

Dresser, Esq.,

It willshow what he thinks

of the instrument :
.
“One good way is to buy a Lanternescope, sold by Tylar, of
Birmingham, one of which 1 have, and find it of great value, and
I would not be without

one

now

on

any

account,

as

when

any

_friana comes to see me I have only to puil out a drawer-or so full
of slides and give them to him with my Lanternescope, and he
can amuse himself for any length of time.”
S
Surgeon-General Ranking, of l.eamington, another wellknown lanternist, says: ‘‘] am very pleased with Lanternescope;
it gives slidps an amount of relief almost approaching stereoscopic.”’

SZ5._
~

Price, Single Lens pattern,

<

K

Price,

\

Go

Binocular

pattern

12/6, post free 13/-,

or to Colonies, 14/~

or figured,

free 18/-. or to Colonies, 19/-.

17/6, post

-W. TYLAR,4,High St., Aston, BIRMINGHAM.
NEW

PATTERN

The “UNIVERSAL” Electrie Arc Lamp.
For OPTICAL

LANTERNS.

&

‘‘Universal””
Lanterns, as

Hand-Feed
above, with

Arc

Lamp

adjustments (see

Fig. 6378) but without adjusting tray

New Adjusting Tray, forditto

..

Switch (Silent), for ditto on Slate bed

..

Lantern

‘BRAHAM

Supplementary

NEWTON & Co.,

List of Lanterns,

2%"

His Majesty

...

..

New

Apparatus

the King. -

3. -d.

for
3

3

1
010

oon.

and Slide Catalogue just published, Illustrated, 6 stamps. .
and Slides,

Post Free,

3, Fleet Street, London. ©
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2,000

Candle

Power.

The Gwyer High-Power Jets are
now used by all the principal lanternists.
|
Silent and Economical, yet capable
of giving more light than any other jet.

giving useful hints on the management

of Limelight.

FREE

TRIAL

allowed.

J. S. WILLWAY & SONS, St. Augustine’s, BRISTOL.
THE

MIXED

“INJECTOR”
(JACKSON’S

JET.

PATENT).

PRICE

3Os.

=

TP'HIS is the only Mixed Gas Jet which will work at full
power with coal gas taken direct from the town supply,
and oxygen from a cylinder. In order to effect this the
oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass
through the small Injector | in the sketch at a pressure of
about 12 lbs. per square inch. In passing through the
Injector it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H,
which is connected with the house’ pipe, and forces it
forward through the short pipe T into the mixing chamber
M,

Here the mixed gases

meet

the baffle plate B, which

has the two-fold effect of silencing the passage of the
gases, and ensuring their complete admixture.
The mixed
gases then pass through holes in the edge of the plate, and soto the burner.
The requisite pressure of oxygen is
obtained in the ordinary way by a fine tap on the cylinder, or an automate regulator fitted with a high-pressure
spring to deliver at about 1§ lbs. pressure.

The superiority of this Jet over all others remains fully established. It will yield THE FULL 1,800 TO
2,000 CANDLE-POWER (so-called) of the ordinary mixed jet when taking its supply of coal gas direct from
@] the town’s pipe, or even from a bag without any pressure atali.
just as well with coal gas from a cylinder.
We cannot see why

Ifa town’s supply is not available, it will work
ordinary mixed jets should be purchased which

cannot offer these alternatives. As for blow-through jets, ejector or otherwise, we do not know why they should
be used at all, when with the same economy and convenience of working, the Injector Jet will give two or three times the
light. By re-moving the Injector nipple the jet becomes an ordinary mixed jet. This can be done whenever it is desired to
work with oxygen at low pressure, and coal gas from a cylinder.
The working of the Jet is simpler than that of an ordinary jet. When the H tap is once adjusted, it does not need to
be touched again when using towns gas. The turning off or on of the oxygen supply regulates automatically the supply of
coal gas. This is a great convenience in actual use.
Most existing jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take their coal gas supply from the house pipe.
The Jet will in certain cases be sent on approval on deposit of purchase price. Further particulars free on application to
MANCHESTER
OXYGEN
(Brin’s
Patent)
CoO.
LTD.,
GREAT MARLBOROUGH
STREET, MANCHESTER.
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can obtain copies of the -Journal
from
F. BRETT,
Pilgrim Street,
Ludgate Hill, E.C.
EKER H

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic
Enlarger is issued on the Ist of every month, price
Twopence, and may be obtained from all Newsvendors,
Railway News Stalls, Photographic Dealers or from the

Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—
12 months
2s
sia
ie
i
3/Advertisements (Scale of Charges), displayed :—
£s. d
Front and back pages, by arrangement.
Ordinary page (whole)
3.0
=«0
53
%
a

>
»
»
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»,

”

”

EXCHANGE
Trade)—

Chalf)
(quarter)
(eighth)

ae
“ay
aa
per ] inch in column...
»”

%

Column,
:

First 20 words,

”

General

”

115
10
10
6

aes

Wants,

Edinburgh

0
0
0

0

3.0

&c.,

Se

(not

Gd. ; and for every 3 additional

words, ld.

Small Advertisements
later than the first post on

must reach the office not
the

20th

of the

month.

All cheques and postal orders to be made payable
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.

to the

American Agents :—The International News Co.,
83 and 85, Duane Street, New York City.

Photographic

Society.—The

forty-third annual report in connection with the
Edinburgh Photographie Society states that the
membership now stands at 474, sixty new members having joined during the past session, and
69 having been removed from the roll by death
or resignation.
A golf club is being formed in
connection with the Society.
The revenue
account shows that the year began with a
balance

of £93

16s.

5d.,

and

closed

with

a

balance of £106 7s. 5d.
The Southampton Camera Club.—A lecture
at the above club was delivered by Mr. F. W.
Winzar, who gave a very interesting discourse
and demonstration on “ Photography of the larger

THE
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Mr. Winzar added some useful ininsects.”
formation as to the best methods to adopt in
order to get good representations, and exhibited
some fine specimens and slides, as the result of
his own labours in this direction.

A Reflecting Cryptoscopic ‘‘ Camera” for
X-ray Work.—In the New York Electrical
Review of May 28rd, Mr. William Rollins publishes a copiously illustrated article on some
pieces of apparatus which he calls “ reflecting
He states that he descryptoscopic cameras.
cribed the first reflecting cryptoscope and the first
eryptoscopic camera in the International Dental
Journal for July, 1896.
In the present article
he gives an account of two forms of this instrument, one of them being intended for examination of the feet and the other for examination of
the body of a person in the horizontal position.
The first of these somewhat resembles an ordinary portable writing desk the slope of which
rises more rapidly than usual.
A photographic
plate-holder and a fluorescent screen can be held
against the under side of the slope, the plateA horiholder being always above the screen.
zontal mirror lies on the bottom‘of the camera
face upwards, so that when a foot is placed on
the slope and a source of x-pays is brought over
it, an observer looking downwards through the
side of the camera into the mirror secs the image
of the foot displayed on the screen, and in this
way, before placing a sensitised plate in the
plate-holder, he can move the foot as may be
required and can also arrange the position and
direction of the light. During the exposure of
the plate it may be useful to view the image
produced on the screen by the rays which have
traversed the plate.
©The other camera is hung
on side rails attached to the table on which the
person to be examined is lying in the horizontal
position.

It can,

therefore,

be slid

under

the

table to any required point and the observer
looking downwards into the mirror sees on the
screen the image of any part which is to be inThe plate-holder with the sensitised
spected.
plate is then introduced above the screen as
before.

Liverpool

Biological

Society.

Dr. R. H.

Traquair, LL.D., F.R.S. (Keeper of the Natural
History department, Science and Art Museum,

Edinburgh),

lectured on June 12th, before mem-

bers of this: society on ‘The Harliest Records of
Vertebrate Life,” at. University College.
Dr.
Richard

Caton,

F.R.C.P.

(president),

occupied

Numerous lantern photographs were
the chair.
shown of the fossilised remains of fishes belonging to the silurian and later periods, which, the

LANTERN

JOURNAL

lecturer explained, showed a process of evolution.
From these remains it was probable that there
was life at a time even earlier than that of which
traces had been discovered.

The Shapes of Sounds.—At Leighton House,
on June 8th, Mrs. Watts Hughes demonstrated
some beautiful scientific discoveries. Her lecture
(with “numerous lantern slides”) on ‘“ Voice
Figures ” was in a style remarkable for its clearness. Mrs. Hughes kept herself sedulously in the
background in briefly describing the discovery of
truths which, as photographically reproduced
upon

the

screen,

filled

the

audience

with

en-

thusiasm.. She began with an allusion to “ voice
figures?’ that she showed to Professor Tyndall,
who hailed them as remarkable “ facts”? waiting

to be systematised.
She explained that she had been led to the
discovery of these figures by the desire of finding
some means of recording the different intensities
of vocal notes.
Unable to learn that any instrument suited to her purpose was in existence, she set
about devising one for herself, and from Chladni’s

sound

figures conceived

similar results

by the

the idea of producing
aid of the

human

voice.

A large variety of these figures were shown on
the screen.
The first were regular geometrical
forms obtained with sand or by lycopodium
powder on the plate to which the vibrations of
the voice

were

communicated,

the particles

ar-

ranging themselves along the nodal lines or congregating at the centres of motion.

Realism in the Church.—The use of lantern
to illustrate sacred subjects

slides in the church
is not uncommon,

St. Mary-at-Hill
one better.

but the

Church,

On Sunday,

Rev. Mr. Carlisle,

Eastcheap,

of

has gone

May 24th, he took

for

‘Arthur Shrewsbury’s suicide,”
his subject
The
drawing a large attendance of cricketers.
first part of the service consisted of cinematograph pictures of Shrewsbury batting at the
nets, and another novelty was the reading of
one of the lessons by Mr: Ian Malcolm, M.P.

Photographic Exhibition at Newport.—A
three days’ exhibition under the auspices of the
above club. The happy idea of having a lantern
exhibition as a feature of the opening evening
was

successfully

carried

out, Mr.

John

Allan,

of the Cynicus Company, providing admirable
entertainment in the form of illustrated exposi- tions of the work that has brought the name of

“Cynicus”

humourists,

into

the

forefront

| of

artistic

AND
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The

PROFESSIONAL

Dioptric Review:

lanternist and cinematographist

of great experience is open to engagements, with
or without his own apparatus, in town or country, on

very moderate terms.

—Adidress, Optics,
London, S.E.

The Gazette of the

N

ists, and

to Opticians,

Refraction-

Oculists.

7/6 per Annum.
by

J. H. SUTCLIFFE,
17, SHAFTESBURY

AVENUE,

F.R.S.L.,
LONDON,

W.

Williamson’s
Kinematoegraph

Films.
No. 172.

Kennington,

LACK and white drawings suitable for the production of effective lantern slides.
Samples and
quotation on application. Slides coloured in three qualities at shortest notice. —B. ‘f. Thomassin, Lantern Slide
Artist, 20, The Broadway, Streatham, London, 8. W.

—~ ECOND-HAND.
Hand painted slides hy Carpenter
:
and Westly wanted—EKastern scenes preferred.
Particulars to ‘ Ancient,”’ c/o Editor, Lantern Journal.

Dissolving
Published on the sth da of the month.

EpIrreD

Koad,

ture Slide Stories, &c., in complete sets ; price and ful.
particulars to ‘ Triple,” ¢/o Optical Lantern Journal Col

Artistic, High Class Journal,
representative of every branch
of optics.

Interesting

Lorrimore

IGHEST CLASS TRIPLE LANTERN wanted,
Hughes ‘‘Grand” or similar preferred ;also Scrip-

British Optical Association.
ale

Reference, Editor of this Journal.
44,

The Soldier’s Return, 185 ft.

View
and

Magic

Lanterns

Slides,

Photographic Apparatus, Scientific Instruments and every
description of miscellaneous property.
M®-J
C. STEVENS
begs to announce that he holds Sales
of the above, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at
his great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London.
Gentlemen wishing to tucliule property in these Sales are requested to
send po
articulars one week prior to sale.

HAR: P AINTED Se ripture Slides

wanted ; suita-

ble for Lent and all Church Services, also really
good effect sets for Biunial or triple. —Particulars, &e.,
to ‘‘ Lantern,” ee Optical Lantern Journal Co.
ANTED _— Addresses: “of actual artists — real
workers—not agents.—Artist, c/o Editor.

ECTURERS and Lanternists, exceptional opporL
tunity to secure the highest class apparatus and
slides.
Fine ‘Triple Lantern (Sir Robert Ball, eminent
astronomer,

said,

best he had

ever

scen).

Grand Bi-

unial, jets, acetylene apparatus. Hand painted and photographic slides, lecture sets, screens, elevators, cylinders,

gauges, regulators, everything complete for first-class
exhibitions.
Advertiser having been successfully engaged for nearly 40 years, anxious to retire.
Full
particulars and references to all bona-fide purchasers.—
Baker

(under

Royal

Patronage),

Salisbury.

86, Fisherton Street,

=

,, 175,
» 182.

A Workman’s Paradise, 170 ft.
Thosé troublesome Boys, 102 ft.

5, 184.

Professor Reddish’s Bicycle Dine, 57 ft.

after season, fron. 2d. foot.
Slides from 2d. List
free.—Moody, Bell & Son, Cheltenham.

5, 204.
, 209.
,, 211.

The Acrobatic Tramps.
The Little Match Seller, 210.
A Reservist, before the War, and after

Compiled eapressly for this Journal by Messrs. W. P.
Thompson & Co., Chartered Patent Agents, 322, High

the War, 295 ft.

WILLIAMSON @& Co.,
HOVE, BRIGHTON.
Telephone
2684.

Telegrams:
‘Films, Brighton.”

Kindly mention this Journal when

LEARANCE

SALE.

Patent
Holborn, London,

Films

in

good condition,

Intelligence.

W.C., and at Liverpool, to whom

all

enquiries should be addressed.
Magie Lantern Applications.
No.
RECENT PATENT INTELLIGENCE,
12366.

Improvements

12373.

and the like. H. H. Moon and E. Esdaile.
May 30th, 1903.
Improvements in or relating to apparatus for
viewing

pictures.

or

relating

projecting

to cinematographs

stereoscopic

and

and

other

A. J. Boult (Edouard Jehn, }france).

May 30th, 1903.
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Editor.

MONTH,
1889.

The only Monthly Publication devoted
entirely to the interests of Lanternists.
Price

Twopence.

TERMS

OF SUBSCRIPTION.
United States, 12 Months, 75 cents, Post Free.

12 Months, 3s. Post Free
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Eastman Kodak Company at New Jersey.
Advice has been received from the Eastman
Kodak Company of New Jersey that a dividend
of 14 per cent. (being at the rate of 6 per cent.
per annum) upon the outstanding preferred stock,
and a dividend of 24 per cent. (being at the rate
of 10 per cent. per annum) upon the outstanding
common stock have been declared, payable on
July 1 to stockholders on record at the close of
business on May 380.

a lecture

was

delivered

on

film, which is now issued, mounted in an ingeni-

ous manner on cards, so as to serve where glass
plates are used, ths great advantage of the films
being their light weight.
Another exhibit is a
printing paper called Dekko, which can be used
in a fairly strong light, and one of the most important is a machine for the development in full

‘daylight of the rolls of film which are used in
the Kodak cameras.
Demonstrations are from
time to time given with this machine, and the
amateurs present are shown how they may with
the minimum of trouble develope their films
without staining their fingers or troubling about
a dark room.

Masonic

Musicians and Music, illustrated by lantern slides
specially prepared for the purpose.
The lecture
was principally
biographical and anecdotal,
showing the connection with the Craft of many
of the famous
musicians of the last two
centuries.

RER
KH

Birmingham

Rochdale C.L.B. Lantern Entertainment.

On Thursday
tertainment

evening,

in

June

connection

Church Lads’ Brigade, was

Health

25th, a lantern en-

with

St.

Clement’s

given in the brigade

club-room, Willbutts Lane.
There was a fairly
good attendance.
Some excellent views of the
last two camps were thrown on the screen, and
they were explained by Lieutenant Jackson.
The lantern was capably manipulated by Mr.
A. W. Brierley.

.

Exhibition

at Bradford.—

June 29th and 380th, an interesting photographic
exhibition was held at the Bradford Church Institute by the manufacturers of the Kodak
camera and photographic materials.
The Kodak
Company some years ago offered prizes to the
amount

of something

like £500, and in compe-

*

Athletic
Lecture

Institute.

Scheme.

Leasons for establishment.
The President of the Institute—Mr. Mitchell—

while a staunch

believer in physical training as

a health preserver, deplored the ignorance gener-

ally prevailing upon
the consequent

the Laws of Health, and

suffering,

and

he

felt, and he

advocated on all possible occasions the desirability, in the interests of public health, that every
inember of the

Photographic

105

other papers produced by the company by. different methods of treatment.
One of the latest
developments of the company is the non-curling

Freemasonry.—It is interesting to note that
at the last meeting of the Lodge of Research,
Leicester,

ENLARGER,

community,

no matter how hum-

bly circumstanced, should possess some knowledge of the main laws which govern the human
frame.
In these days of compulsory education, when
physiology is an Elementary School subject, and
hygiene generally taught, it might be thought
that none was unaware of the general laws of
health.
But a lamentable amount of ignorance
still exists, with its inevitable concomitant—
needless suffering.
Mode of establishment.
On the establishment of the Athletic Institute
—Mr. Mitchell conceived the happy idea of
utilising the Institute to disseminate instruction
upon this all-important subject, and generally
offered to defray annually the cost of lectures for
this purpose.
The offer was readily accepted by the Council

tition a number of very fine photographs were
submitted by users of their films in all parts of
the world.
From these prize negatives enlargements are made, and these constitute the bulk
of the pictures included in the exhibition.
But
the Kodak Company besides making cameras
which may be considered as artistic instruments
of a high order, make cheap cameras which
rank in price at least as toys. In the competitions special prizes were offered for the products of these cameras in the hands of children
under twelve years of ave.
Some excellent work
of the Institute, and a Health Education Section
was sent in, and this finds a place in the exhiformed with Dr. A. H. Carter as Chairman, and
bition as a demonstration of what the cameras
Mr. John Adams as Secretary.
are capable.
The enlargements in many in- |
The lectures were started in the year 1892,
stances are of heroic proportions, speaking well
during the early months of which and the followfor the quality of the lenses fitted in the cameras.
ing wint2r addresses were given at the Institute
Other exhibits demonstrate the possibilities of by Medical men of National repute.
Chief
obtaining different tones upon the bromide and
among them being :—

106
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of Health in Large Towns”

by G. V. Poore, M.D., London.

‘Purity of Life in relation to Athletic Vigour”
(to men only) by C. G. Wheelhouse, F.R.C.5.
“The value of Athletics as counter Agents to
Sedentary occupation” by Sir Dyce Duckworth, M.D.
« Athletics, for and

against,”

LANTERN

Such lectures too are now being generally
given throughout the country.
The following is the Syllabus for the last
Season :—
By

1.

by Sir B. Ward

Richardson.
“ Hereditary (Men only) by Sir Crichton Browne.
“The religion of the body” by Sir Andrew
Clark, Bart.

The last three obtained a world wide circulation,
Extension of the Scheme
Public attention now having been attracted,
the scheme was extended so as to bring the
health-teaching within close touch of the people.
Four of the leading Medical Men of the City
were

appointed

as

lecturers,

ou

to deliver six lec-

- tures upon practical subjects adopted for popular

audiences at four
each course being
to that in which
Making 48 lectures

different centres of the City,
repeated in a different centre
it was originally delivered.
in all.

they

have

been

annually,

continued

the

Style of lectures.
The lecturers are charged to treat the subjects
Consequently
in as popular a way as possible.
technicalities are avoided and scientific instruction prevented in the dress of plain easily-under-

and

women

only,

and

those

on

consumption,

digestion, sight and hearing.

Such practical instruction
culable benefit to the health
the community, and it has
knowledged and the Founder

has been of incaland well being of
been publicly acthanked by Alder-

man Cook, Chairman of the Health Committee.

When in 1894, Mr. A. H. D. Acland, Minister
of Education, visited Birmingham to lay the
Foundation stone of the Municipal Technical
School, these lectures were brought under his
notice,

with

the result,

the following

New Code issued by the -Board
authorised the giving of similar
Evening Continuation School.

year the

of Education,
instruction in

Esa.

To Women only.
The Kye.

Long sight
The chief causes of blindness.
and short sight. How to preserve good
sight. (Illustrated by Lantern Slides).
Consumption.
Its many
The Prevention of Consumption.
The importance of early treatforms.
ment.
(Illustrated by Lantern slides).
A. Roscor

Bapcsr,

Esa.

ors

tern Slides).
To Aen only.
The Common Accidents and Illness of Life.
(Lantern
What to do. What not to do.
;
Slides).
The Structure and Functions of the Skin.
Points about Clothing.
Care of the Skin.
Dy

Results.

Jorpan,

Functions and Structure of Heart and Blood.
Heart strain.
Cireulation of the Blood.
(Lantern
‘Bad Circulation.”
Anemia.
Slides).
Health and Exercise.
Effects of exercise and over exercise. Various
exercises discussed.
Breathing.
Why we breathe and how we should breathe.
Bad Air. Pure Air. Ventilation. .(Lan-

lecturers being changed every two years and the
centres annually. -

stood language ‘with the attractive aid of diagrams and lantern slides.
The gatherings are free, and unconventional,
a chairman being dispensed with, and last one
hour, and as a rule are crowded nightly by
:
appreciative audiences.
The most popular lectures are those to men

J. Furnreacx

Diyestion and Indigestion.
The food we eat.
Errors of diet. The
commonest causes of indigestion.
Wounds.
Exactly what to do for small wounds. How
to avoid blood poisoning.
Burns and
scalds.
(Illustrated by Lantern Slides).
Wounds that cause Bleeding.
How to stop the bleeding.
Treatment for
bleeding other than that caused by wounds.

By

These lectures proved so successful and useful,
that

JOURNAL

Dr.

Water

R. JorRDAN.

Breathing and Health.
Obstructions
The apparatus of breathing.
in the path of the air breathed. Impurities
in the air. (Illustrated by Lantern Slides).
.
Food: Wholesome and otherwise.
Digestibility.
Cooking.
Kinds of food.
Freshness.

Meal-times.

What to drink,

and when.
What becomes of the Food we take into cur
Bodies ?
The machinery of digestion; how to keep
Growth and repair:
it working properly.
(Lllustrated by Lansigns of breakdown.
tern Slides).
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To Men only.

(Illustrated by Lantern Slides).
Sudden Iliness : What to do.
Fainting, Fits, Colic, Colds.
Popular remedies.
How
to avoid protracted and
chronic illness.

Gr

6.

Babies and Children.

Their food. Their growth.
Their special ailments.
By

1.

Lronarp

Their clothing.

GaAmMGEER,

lisa.

The Diseases of Occupations.
The dangers of various occupations.
Workers,

Coal

Miners,

etc.

Lead

The choice

of anoccupation.
(Illustrated by Lantern
Slides).
2. Exercise.
The objects and advantages of exercise. Excess of exercise and its dangers.
(Illustrated by Lantern Slides).
3. The Importance and Treatment of so-called
Simple Injuries.
(Illustrated by Lantern Slides).
To Women.
os Deformaties.
Their production and prevention.
(Illustrated by Lantern Slides).
6. Fresh Air and Ventilation.
(Illustrated by Lantern Slides).
The Oxy-Hydrogen Lime-Light Lanterns were
in charge of the University Lanternist and his
Assistants.
ww

How

to

HK

Become

a

Lantern

Lecturer.
By J. Pace

Crort.

T's very easy to give a lantern lecture, much
q%

easier in fact than one of any other kind,

and the reasons are not far to seek.
In the first place if you feel a bit nervous
there’s the friendly cloak of darkness, which not

only helps to conceal your feelings from the
audience, but also considerately hides from you
that sea of faces which is frequently so disturbing to the usual serenity, aud causing your
thoughts to wander from the subject, produces a
halting in your words and limp in your articulation.
Again, there is no need of notes; which, on
other occasions, even the most fluent often find

necessary to keep in due order the links of the
chain to preserve the proper continuity of the
subject.
For instance, if you are about to give your
first show and afraid of feeling a “ bit* twitchy
about

the mouth,” it will

be well to commit

to
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memory the first few sentences.
This will enable you “parrot like’ to deliver
them without.any mental effort, and will give you
the opportunity of feeling your feet so to speak,
for it isn’t easy to do this and at the same time
try and pick out your words, while half-a-dozen
different thoughts are trying to crowd themselves

in upon you.
But having got through your opening remarks
you signal for the first picture, and behold there’s
your clue and your heading together.
After a chat on the first slide you ask for the
next, the appearance of which at once suggests
a further chain of thought and thus you can go
on comfortably to the finish.
Could anything be easier?
It’s only like many other things; it’s the first
step that costs the effort; and you will be agreeably surprised how simple the whole thing is
once you have got going, getting easier and
easier as you warm into the subject.
Candour compels me to admit that I don’t feel
at all anxious at such times to get on my feet,
but the longer I am on them the less I feel inclined to sit down.
Don’t read your remarks,—this to my mind
being fatal to all effect,—or you will find yourself indulging in stilted, hard, unnatural phraseology, which being probably both heavy and
laboured will start your audience ‘“ yawning
their heads off,” and give birth to the thought in
their minds how glad they will be when it’s all
over.
But chat to them in your own natural everyday manner, and the personal element between
you will engage their attention and solicit their
sympathy.
Don't preach and don’t patronize, but gossip,
for while nothing is more offensive to taste than
an affected superiority, nothing is more engaging
than an easy gossiping style.
Besides, what a fine back ground it makes for
an occasional burst of oratorical fireworks, such
as a little virtuous..indignation or scathing contempt, for contrast is as desirable in your discourse
as in your pictures.
Again, don’t forget a few dashes of humour.
Life is sufficiently serious with us all to welcome
a hearty laugh or a comic incident.
There are few qualifications necessary to be
a successful lantern lecturer.
The first and most important probably is a fair
knowledge of His Majesty’s English.
But, if through no fault of your own you are
a bit shaky on the subjunctive mood, or somewhat sparing in your aspirates, let it go at that
and don’t try and indulge yourself in a lesson in
grammar at the expense of your listeners.
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business man, who

had made a pile of money, give a lecture on
Norway where he had been for a month’s holiday.
Now

he wasn’t

at all a bad

sort of a fellow,

LANTERN
|

JOURNAL

A girl I know, at a children’s party, gave a
lantern show which consisted of slides made
from a number of silhouette photographs illustrating nursery rhymes.
The heartiness which those children caught at

and if he’d only been content to leave it at that,
all would have been well.
As the story-books say, he was born of poor
but honest parents aud in days “when school-

the pictures, shouted in unison the

board were not.”
“ Nothing to his discredit” you will say, and
IT too feel his success was greatly to his credit.
The pursuit of wealth left him little time to
the attainment of mental knowledge, but his
over-anxiety to suggest that he had gone for culture as well as the pursuit of the more tangible
gave him a nasty fall.
He belaboured the poor aspirate with the deliberation and force of a sledge hammer, and as
was only to be expected, occasionally got ‘one
in on his own.”
But the smile was quite audible when he
would persist in talking of ‘‘ White Chalets” as
‘White Charleys.”
We are told to know something of everything
and everything of something, and here’s our
chance.
Let us take that ‘one something” and work
it through.
A capital.idea for a start is that adopted in
some Societies who run an evening of “ Lectur-ettes.””
Each man has ten minutes for slides and talk:

turn

this, while forming a
for the members, should

thus did their own

itself, and they talk of it even

of several years.

I remember

a man

taking

an

evening,

the

inain portion of which described the acquaintance, courtship and marriage of two. penny
wooden dolls. They were ‘‘undraped” and the
life-like

attitudes, dramatic poses, and

droll

an-

tics he got into those figures were as surprising
as amusing.
Each had high sounding pennynovel names and a serio-comic mixture of melodrama, chivalry and devotion made his story a
very clever bit of fooling.
Another, of more

‘“‘soulful’’

disposition, illus-

trated a number of poems which he recited, and
the way he “dissolved” from the same picture
morning

to afternoon, and

then to evening, was

very effective; several songs he got friends to
sing, and the whole wasa really distinct success.

in

after a lapse

pantomime, the

characters

being obtained by the clever manipulation of
her hands, some of her fingers being at times
dressed up for the purpose, caused shouts of
laughter and shrieks of delight.
Remember that it isn’t sufficient merely because you have been abroad that you are qualified
to stand up and lecture to your fellow men, but
if you will take a subject of passing interest,
impart into it in a simple and unaffected manner,

you will benefit yourself in the acquisition and
in the discharge do some good to others.
Begin quietly, it secures sympathy; vary a bit,
it retains attention, and finish off with a thought
out peroration; a good squib should go off with
a good bang. Don’t be too profuse in your reply
to a vote of thanks.
The audience don't want
another

speech, and even

if they do it is better

that they should -not have it ther.

Don’t do the

humble or deprecating, it sounds hollow; but a
few simple, manly words of thanks, will be ac-

cepted with all sincerity and secure you the
friendly regard and appreciation of the meeting.
eee

Seasonable

that start which is only necessary to fire him off
to larger and deeper things.
Material is everywhere on hand if you all only
look for it.

or customs offer ample choice for all tastes.

now

My lady friend concluded her

with a shadow

varied entertainment
give the lecturer just

Holidays, your friends or fellow townsmen,
their calling or occupations, local records, events

rhymes, and

lecture was an education

By

Suggestions.

Grorce

Dickson.

Reprinted from
the American Amateur Photographer.

GW-APPY is the man

ge

who

can

keep in touch

with photography all the year round;

so

at least think those who, like myself, can

give it their undivided attention only during the
all too short holiday time.
But the shorter the
time the greater the need to make the most of
it; and to help the less experienced to do that is
the object of the following suggestions.
The first essential is to have an object in view ;
make up your mind what you mean to photograph.
There is much from which to choose,

although the choice may be influenced by circumstances.
It may depend on the material
available in the locality where perforce the
holiday is to be spent; or where the locality is
not already a foregone conclusion, it may be
selected to suit the object, but in any case you
should specialize and stick to the speciality
through thick and thin.
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Cinematographs.
. THE

IMPERIAL

Combined

HUGHES’

FOR 1,000 FEET OF FILM.
Sunk Film Cage.
Films never Injured.
Every Improvement.
Special supply Feed (Hughes’ Patent).
Living Picture and Lantern Picture superimpose in size

Why pay £45 when you get this
for
at

fronted Bi-unial

the price.

COMBINED

Lantern and
Cinematograph

Lantern Outfits in the world.

Hughes’ Great B1 Pictoroscope for showing animated
pictures.
12 to 20 feet pictures.
Perfection.
Eclipses all others
Superb inechanism.

Reduced to
£16 16s.

Hughes’ Living Picture Photo-Rotoscope.
A little
gem.
Jlickering nil. Can be attached to any lantern, will give
with oil, 4 feet pictures; limelight 10 to 14 feet pictures.
Price,
No. 1 with lantern complete, £11 11s. ; without, £7 7s.
No. 2,
£13 13s. and £9 9s., equal to machines costing £20 to £30 each.
Hughes’ Photo-Rotoscope Peep Show.
‘The greatest
money-taker of the 19th century ; animated pictures in the open
air. Winter or Summer.
Fourteen people can see at one time
Not a toy, but high-class ; price, complete with machine, £12 12s.
ae
Catalogues of Cinematographs of above, 8d.
Small

30 years.

. W.C.Hugches

ditto, 4d.
Hughes’

Specialist.

the

Address

if you

want

Jets, 8s.6d. Mixed

Same_ principle for 150-ft. as
per drawing.

4 Established
over

Note

Lanterns, £6 10s. Blow-through

Gas ditto, 12s. The Doewra, the Grand, and the Miniature Malden
Triples.
Superb instruments, as supplied to Madame Patti, Professor Malden, Royal Polytechnic, ete.
Before purchasing get
Uughes’ Grandly Illustrated Catalogue, 180 original engravings,
price 6d., postage 4d. Giving valuable information.
Bijou ditto,
5d. free. List of 60,000 Slides, Gd., postage 3d. Cheapest and best
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MARVELLOUS PAMPHENGOS,
NEARLY 4,000 SOLD.

The finest oil-lighted Lantern extant.
Gives brilliant 10 to 14
feet pictures.
No smell.
No smoke.
No broken glasses. 4 inch
finest Condensers and large front Lenses, elegant brass sliding
fronts.
Reduced to £3 10s.
Particulars free.
‘he Universal
four-wick Lantern, 1Ss. 6d. Marvellous value.
Ilandsome brass-

and position.

technical outtit
10s.
A marvel

ill.

Magic Lanterns.

ROTOGRAPH

Lantern and Cinematograph.

high-class
only £21

ENLARGER.

Perfection

in

either

Moto Photoscope
Cinematograph.

Cinematographs,

Lanterns,

Reversing

or

Effects—

Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, LONDON, N,

St You Wish to Know...

1.—What focus of lens is required to reproduce a certain size of disc, at a given distance ;
2.—What size of disc can be produced by a lens of given focus at a stated distance ;
3.—-What distance a lantern must be from the screen to produce a certain sized disc with
a lens of given focus;

SEND

Ready

2%d.

FOR

A

Reference
(ON

Table

CARDBOARD),

By J. HAY TAYLOR.
FASTEN

Magic
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BRIN’'S OXYGEN.
For Limelight,

Medical,

Metallurgical,

and other

purposes.

OXYGEN of Guaranteed Purity supplied in Cylinders of the Best BRITISH Manutacture
and complying with all the established Trade and Railway Regulations.
The public are respectfully informed that all Cylinders which are filled by the Brin COMPANIES
(whether their own or their Customers) are labelled with the Companies’ Trade Mark.
This label
guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee that the Cylinder has been tested and

Registered

proved sound in every respect by the BRIN Company which has filled it.
Customers who wish to
procure BRIN’S OXYGEN are requested to see that the Cylinders supplied to them bear this label, which
is also stamped with the date on which the Cylinder was filled.
The works of the Brin Companies are open during business hours to the inspection oftheir
Customers,

who

are

at liberty to test the quality of Gas being manufactured, and to watch their own

Cylinders being tested and filled.

Trade

Mark.

Price Lists of Gases, Cylinders, and all Accessories, can be obtained from the Company’s accredited Agents,

or will be sent Post free on application.
BRIN’S OXYGEN

COMPANY,

Limited, 34, Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER,
Works—69,

Addresses—

W.

Horseferry

Road, WESTMINSTER,

S.W.
S.W.

MANCHESTER

OXYGEN

COMPANY,

Limited, Great Marlborough Street, MANCHESTER.

BIRMINGHAM

OXYGEN

COMPANY,

Limited, Saltley Works, BIRMINGHAM.

P. THOMPSON
(ONLY ADDRESSES)
R

& CO.,

322, High Holborn, London,
AND
6, Lord Street, Liverpool.

®R

Chartered

Patent

W.@.

Agents.

Patents sccured, maintained, defended and worked in all countries.
Oppositions conducted, searches made, opinions on
infringements given, and expert evidence arranged.
Trademarks, Designs and Copyrights secured and defended in all countries grantingprotection.

Handbook of Patent Law.
eet

ee

Twelfth Edition.

SL

British Portion, 6d.

All countries, 2/6.
eee

CY

es Nae better could be wished
for."—British Weekly.
“Far superior to ordinary
guides."—Londéox Datly Ch.
i

“Sir Henry Ponsonby is
commanded by the Queen
to thank Mr. Darlington
for a copy of his Handbook.”

Edited by RALPH DARLINGTON, F.R.G.S.
1/- each, Illustrated.
Maps by Jonn Barruoromew, F.R.G.S.
Bournemouth and the New Forest.
|‘Vhe Channel Islands.
| © ‘the best Handbook to London ever issued.’—Liverfool Daily Post.
a
The Isle of Wight.
Aberystwyth, Barmouth and Cardigan Bay.

5/- 20 Maps and Plans.
The a valley.
Chester and the Vale of Llangollen.
Bristol, Bath, Chepstow, Weston-super- Mare. | ‘he
Severn
Valley.
ariel RONS.
D
AN
:
Peacons.
Brecon and its
Llandrindod Wells and Spas of Mtid-Wales.
A.
Ry E. C. Coox and E. ‘T. Cook,
Llandudno, Rhyl, Bangor, Betuwyscoed, etc. |Worthing and Environs.
5
:
Leonards.
Brig thton, Eastbourne, Hastings, and St.
Conway, Colwyn Bay, Clanfairfechan
The Railway Bookstalls
Malvern, Hereford, Worcester, Gloucester and Cheltenham.
Norwich, Yarmouth, and Norfolk Broads.
Booksellers.
all
and
PARIS & NEW YORK—Pxxntano.
LONDON—Simekixs.
L.LANGOLLEN—Darttincton & Co.

PHOTOGRAPHS "iitig'Giceed Aue Minoranr Beypn nioiioae List vost reer, Darlington & Co., Llangollen.
Kindly mention

this Journal when

corresponding with Advertisers.
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Nor is the specialty itself sufficiont if you are
to do the very least work and have the greatest
possible pleasure in doing it. There must be an
object beyond it; something more than merely
to add to your collection, or to take a favorable
place in the periodical exhibitions of the work of
the members of your society or club. And there
are many ways in which such specialized work,
if it is good,

may be turned

to account,

cach

giving the added interest said to be given to
games by playing for stakes, and that makes you

‘put your best foot foremost.”
What is the matter, for instance,

with making

pictures to illustrate articles for the photographic
or other magazines?
Thé editors are always on
the outlook for good matter of that kind and will
gladly, for a few well-written and well-illustrated
articles, not only help youto go scot-free from
the cost of your holiday outing but to go home
with more in your pocket than when you left it.
Have you “the gift of the gab?” as, if so, you
have a wide field before you.
While it is true
that lantern-lecturing of a kind has largely lost
its popularity, there is and always will be an
open door and a full house for the other kind, as
witness the success of the retired Stoddard and
the still popular Burton-Holmes, and the one
neither did nor is the other doing anything that
cannot be done and perhaps even bettered by
dozens who are unconscious of possessing the
necessary ability simply because they have never
tried it.
Subjects for such illustrated lectures are almost
inexhaustable and sets of negatives for 50 slides,

a number

that should rarely be exceeded, need
oceupy only a few days.
How eagerly, for
example, would the farmers’ granges throughout
the country welcome a lecture on the fruit-bearing
trecs and plants on which they so much depend,
and the enemies against which they contend.
The latter in place on the former and in the
various stages through which they pass; such
as, say, the “ Colorado beetle” on the potato, and

the “ borer ’’ on the apple, accompanied, of course,
by the latest information as to the best method

of fighting the various pests.
The “Arts and Crafts,” too, may be drawn
upon.
One of the most interesting scries of
lectures—three in number—I ever took part in
was “The story of a cotton gown from picking
to paper.”
By 150 slides the audience were led
through the whole series of transformations,
beginning with the cotton picking, on through
ginning, baling, spinning,

weaving

and

printing..

By the beginning of the third lecture the gown
had reached the rag-pile, from which it was
followed through the process of paper making;
the last slide being a few complimentary words
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to the audience supposed to have been written on
the paper so made.
Another equally interesting “lantern lecture”
was

“Matches

and

Matchmaking,”

tracing the

process from the lumber yard, large enough
apparently to supply the builders of a great city,
through

machine

after

machine,

each

acting

vlmost automatically, splitting, paraffining, dipping, drying and boxing; and finally leaving the
factory in carloads ; although I learned afterwards

that some

of the fairer portion of the audience

were a little disappointed, having come under the
impression that match-making of a different kind
was to be-the theme.
Nor is there any reason
why even that kind of match-making should not
be taken up. Its phases are varied enough, and,
treated properly and especially humorously, it
could not fail to be attractive.
But your ambition may soar higher than any
of these; you may even aim at qualifying for
admission to the Photo-Secession, and “ what for
no,” provided you have been blessed with the
artistic temperament; and it will do you good in
any case to try.
No matter how much you
already know there will always be room for more,
and you can have no better preparation than a
careful study of Burnett or Robinson, or both.

But enough has been said by way of suggestion.
He that has that within him that will enable him
to be a thoroughly successful specialist will have
little difficulty in finding a suitable subject, and
I may conclude with a few words as to the most
desirable outfit.
A good photographer will do good work with
almost any kind of camera and lens, or, at a

pinch, without a lens;

but he will do better, and

do it with greater satisfaction and comfort when
both are of the most suitable kind for his particular branch.
My ideal for all the phases that I have
suggested and for many others, is a 4x5 camera,
with one of the modern flat-field, or anastigmat

lenses of not less than seven-inch focus, such

as

the Plastigmat or the Cooke, the former of which
I have employed for the last cight months with
perfect satisfaction ; and a rigid tripod. For the
highest class of work in the specialities suggested
perfect technique is a sine qua non,
99 cases in the hundred, cannot

without the use of'a

tripod

and that, in
be obtained

or other equally

suitable support for the camera.
Perfect technique includes true values in color
luminosities, implying the use of orthochromatic

plates or films, and

ployment

at least the occasional

em-

It includes

also

of a color screen.

every degree of gradation that is in the subject,

from the faintest shadow detail up to the highest
of high light, if there be such, and at the same
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time nothing bui that highest should be really
opaque, a condition utterly impossible without a
full exposure;

and if, in addition to those,

there

is definition as perfect as the lens will give, you
will have negatives fit for enlarging to any
desirable size.
JT may add that while, for enlarving, or for illustrating magazine articles,
image may profitably be allowed to occupy

the
the

whole of the 4x5 plate, on negatives intended for

lantern

slides it should

size, and so available

be confined

for contact

to lantern

printing

when

that is desirable.
KEKAK

Three
By

Weeks on a Wheel
France.

Waurer

T. Ownn,

C.A.,

in

ladics in flaming red (Republican colours)—a
general holiday.
Having been there before I

was soon out of the town and off for Champtoce,
which is noted for the remains of the Castle of
Gilles

de Retz,

the

original of our nursery story and of the pantomime sketch of “ Blue Beard.’’
This man was
a human monster killing many people. He was
condemned, and burnt at the stake at Nantes.
The peasants of the district still regard with
horror the ill-omened walls.
One now can
shout Sister Ann until Domesday, but no Sister
Ann will appear.
sande is the next town,
and here I witnessed the National Fete processions,

and

made

off for Pouance,

to renew

my acquaintance with the hotel-keeper that I
had made on a previous visit.
In a ditch I saw
a youth catching frogs with a hook baited with
a piece of red wool, which he danced on the
weeds and slime. The Chateau of Pouance is
in splendid repair, and its gardens are well kept.
Chateaubriant is a small town, and from here I
took the road to la Milleraye.
The sun was
scorching, and once or twice I dismounted and
rested on the grass in the shade for a few
minutes.
At last, the insignificant village was
sighted, and choosing the best inn I enquired if
they had

a dejeuner,

and

the

direction

towers

and

turrets,

but

found

nothing

of

the

kind, but simply a rambling plain building with
whitewash everywhere.
You approach the
monastery by a narrow lane near a lake with a
life-sized figure of a saint erected on the water's
edge. The Jarge building on the right is the
hotelerric or pension run by the monks at a few
shillings a day, and is used more as a retreat for
anyone who would care to stay. When near
the monastery I heard singing in the barmlike
building on the left which is the chapel. I
entered and found a plain screen dividing and
could see nothing.
The service was going on
behind, and the singing was loud, forcible, and
fervent.
Going to the portal of the monastery I
spends

the day at the entrance

giving relief to the poor, and asked if I could see

PIT
NGERS is a modern town, and I arrived
AK there on the day of the National TI*etes,
Music, Military Processions, speeches,

infamous

the headquarters of the Order, I expected to see

of silence, and

Continiwed.
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accosted a lay brother who is bound by no laws

F.R.G.S.

Déléqué au Touring Club de France.
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Trappists’ Monastery, which I had come to
see.
About a mile off the main road in a
well wooded district lies the retreat of the
Trappists or the brotherhood of silence, who
never speak, and dig their own graves.
Time
has not dealt lightly with the edifice.
It being

the interior, the dormitories, chapel, and cemetery, to which he answered in the affirmative,
and told me to roam where I wished, but before

doing so, enquired if I should send an account
of my visit to a magazine.
Everywhere and
everything was appallingly plain. The walls of

the corridors adorned with plenty of texts bearing on the religious life. The rules are very
strict.

The services

commence

at 2 a.m., and

every quarter of an hour day and night the convent clock strikes out its ominous message
bringing a moment’s meditation to those sad
men whom I hope are at peace with the world.
The chapel is an instance of the severity of the
order.
In some monasteries there is comfort
sometimes found.
Where all meet to pray early
morn,

altar,

noon, and night, coloured

stained

elass

windows,

statues on the

frescoed

walls

adorned with the stations of the cross, lace,
flowers, and brightness relieve the monastic life
from its dreariness and monotony, but not at la

Trappe.
The monks till the soil, making it very
fertile and grow excellent vegetables.
Upon
entering the carpenter's shop where a brother
was at work, I raised my cap and said, “ Hallo,

my

pet,

have

you

got a drink.

“Oui, monsieur, l'eau sucree.””

He

replied,

A little sufficed,

He told me-he had made it himself from the sap
of spruce and water.
His habit was nothing

but patches which covered a frail body of bones
(quite a contrast to the writer), and he was engaged repairing the zinc roof, in a broiling sun,
with his head uncovered and shorn.
Afterwards
he led me to the small cemetery not much larger
than a suburban villa garden.
Here the bodies
of the monks are consigned to the mother earth
uncoffined—like the Franciscans at Rome.
(To be continued.)
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